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ABSTRACT
Data entry is a time consuming and erroneous procedure in its nature. In addition, validity
check of submitted information is not easier than retyping it. In a mega-corporation like Kanoon
Farhangi Amoozesh, there are almost no way to control the authenticity of students' educational
background. By the virtue of fast computer architectures, optical character recognition, a.k.a.
OCR, systems have become viable. Unfortunately, general-purpose OCR systems like Google's
Tesseract are not handful because they don't have any a-priori information about what they are
reading. In this paper the authors have taken a in-depth look on what has done in the field of
OCR in the last 60 years. Then, a custom-made system adapted to the problem is presented
which is way more accurate than general purpose OCRs. The developed system reads more than
60 digits per second. As shown in the Results section, the accuracy of the devised method is
reasonable enough to be exposed in public use.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Data-entry phase, is by far the most time-consuming and the deadliest line of work in data
acquisition process. A remarkable portion of a company's human resource should be devoted to
collect printed information in the forms. Computer-assisted data-entry process has been a human
ancient dream. In the latest sixty years, there have been exerted massive efforts to implement an
automatic character recognition system [1]. Template-Matching was one of the earliest methods
for character recognition in which an unknown character should be compared to all of the
possible candidates. Optical imaging techniques were the backbone of identification systems
before 70s. Hongo and Nitta devised an optical system that processed a video signal using
template matching [2].
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Fig. 1. Chain codes grid. (a) 4-connected gird (b) 8-connected grid. (c) a sample of coded sequence using 8connected grid.

Fig. 2. Basic graphs of LAG method. Node A is a junction and nodes B,C and D are paths.

Digital computers deviated the way of template matching from optical to logical ones. Peephole
method was one of the earliest logical approaches to digital template matching. Template
matching technique evolved and offered using moments [1] and Fourier series later [3]. The
former method made an invaluable translation-rotation-scale invariant a.k.a TRS, a tool for
template matching [4]. Another set of commonplace TRS moments in the vicinity of pattern
recognition are Zernike [5] and Fourier-Mellin moments that implemented in character
recognition as well [6, 7].
Sakoe offered using dynamic programming (DP) technique to template matching problem [8].
Dynamic time warping (DTW) used to find the minimum distance between a given template and
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its corresponding candidate [8, 9]. DP-based template matching techniques make the comparison
of two non-equal length vectors possible. Therefore, character matching would be possible while
aspect ratio remains intact through DP.
Template matching practice, however, remained limited to printed character recognition systems
[10]. To cover handwritten characters, another useful recognition method called structural
analysis, introduced [1]. Freeman introduced a novel method on encoding curvatures in [11]. The
proposed method, currently called "chain codes", was proposed in order to be used in image
compression however, later it found practice in character recognition efforts [10]. Chain codes
were developed in encoding efforts and a more sophisticated one is presented in [12]. Chain
codes are founded on quantization process and decode a curvature to a line with a certain slope.
As depicted in figure 1, 4-connected and 8-connected grids are two types of commonplace chain
codes being used. The higher slopes in a grid, the lower quantization error in the coded curvature.
Pavlidis at Bell laboratories proposed a thinning method suited for multi-font document
recognition system [13]. The before said method uses line adjacency graphs (LAGs) which tries
to stack semi-linear group of segments. Pavlidis addresses two types of graph nodes as junction
and paths as shown in figure 2.
Structure analysis method alleviated template matching defects in handwritten character
recognition systems. The candidate with the lowest distance with the template considers to be the
best match. Since characters are not connected, registration problem, however, is straightforward
to deal with.
In a wider sense, trainable scoring techniques are amazingly suited to human activities like speech
and handwriting recognition [14]. Hidden markov models a.k.a HMMs have long been used in
speech recognition systems. Due to probabilistic features of human writing systems, HMM has
also been used to serve character recognition purposes [15]. Neural networks are another useful
matching asset in character recognition systems [16,17,18,19]. Neural networks are trainable and
their usage is less complicated as HMMs while multi layer perceptrons (MLPs) need more
training data compared with HMMs [20]. Despite HMMs' more accurate performance in [20],
MLPs show a better performance in speech recognition activities [21].
Right-to-left, cursive and connected scripts, however, are the most challenging scripts in
recognition systems [22]. Arabic and Farsi scripts are two well-known cursive scripts widely
using. Reading these scripts requires an excessive segmentation process, say, word segmentation
[23, 24]. Technically speaking, a Farsi and/or Arabic word consists of connected characters (see
figure 3). Therefore, a vital step in reading Farsi/Arabic characters is to rightly segment all of the
characters.

Fig. 3. Two samples of Farsi word “Sample”. This word consists of 5 characters N-M-U-N-H. It is
noteworthy that unlike Arabic, vowels are not being written in formal Farsi handwriting.
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This paper is organized as follows. In the section 2 the proposed framework is shortly introduced.
In section 3, the preprocessing methods are discussed. Section 4 is devoted to segmentation
procedures. Section 5 pays attention to training process and scoring. Finally, section 6 reveals the
results of our proposed method.

2. DISCUSSING THE PROBLEM
Reading and checking printed score sheets for a massive number students is a cumbersome task
which is not achievable by human resources. Kanoon Farhangi Amoozesh is a test-conducting
foundation in Iran holds weekly exams among 400,000 students. In order to analyze students'
educational background, one needs to certify the student claimed GPA according to printed
documents. An Iranian high-school score-sheet issued by ministry of education is shown in figure
4.

Fig. 4. A standard Iranian high-school score-sheet

3. PREPROCESSING
The devised system works along with a web-server in which server sends uploaded score-sheets
to character recognition system and its output is fed back to the web-server (see figure 5).

Fig. 5. Topology of the devised system
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Fig. 6. Representation of a line in polar coordinates

Fig.7. Sinusoid curves intersect on points located on a line. Curves are intersecting in two distinct points. It
means that all of the points are located on a line.

A major problem with this case is image acquisition phase. As long as images are taken by
clients, there is no control over the scanning procedure. The input images to the character
recognition system are prone to rotation, scale manipulation and translation. Therefore, a
preprocessing step is strictly required.
The most annoying scanning-mismatch is rotation. To remove rotation effects on reading
characters, the perpendicular lines of the table are used. Hough line transform is used to extract
lines and their angles [25]. As shown in figure [6], the Hough line transform first expresses a line
in the polar system as below.

Each point P=(x0,y0) identifies a Sinusoidal curve. Points located on a straight line result in
Sinusoidal curves that intersect in polar coordinates (see figure 7). In a real case, there are many
points and many Sinusoidal curves in result. The points with the majority of intersections identify
straight lines. In this venue one looks for the longest lines and computes their angle. After that,
the input image will be rotated in inverse direction. Figure 8 depicts an instance of recovered lines
using Hough method.
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Fig. 8. A sample of rotation correction by Hough line transform. The rotation is removed by computing the
rotation angle and inversely applying it to the image. In this method the horizontal lines are removed by
filtering.

4. SEGMENTATION
A top-to-bottom raster scanning is required to find the position of lines whole the score-sheet.
Before that, a canny edge detector should be applied to the image to remove redundant image
data. In the case of characters, canny preserves the contours of the characters. Moreover, line
height is obtainable in this way. Extracted lines are depicted in figure 9. This method is scale,
translation and rotation invariant since it just attempts to find pixels concentration regions.

Fig. 9. Finding the rows of the score-sheets. The centers of the rows are emphasized by solid horizontal
lines. The image is cropped to safeguard student’s personal information.

In a similar manner, the table columns can be resolved easily. In the case the rows are not
detectable, the input image would be rejected.
The last step to be paved is character segmentation. The output of row detection is fed to
character parser. Character parser extracts a block containing the character. Fortunately,
numerical digits are not connected in Farsi handwriting system. However, the character "point" or
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"." is troublesome in Farsi. The mentioned character prints like "slash" or "/" in both Farsi and
Arabic writing systems. The mentioned character sometimes connects two numerical digits
specifically when scanning resolution is not fair enough. Figure 10 shows the output of character
parser. To deal with the problem of parsing connected characters like figure 10.b, the authors
proposed the average character width method in which the width of characters obtains for every
row and the blocks wider than twice the width of average width considered as connected blocks.
Average width method is life-savor in the case of ink spattering as well.

5. SCORING
The proposed multi-font character recognition system should be flexible about font change.
Moreover, it should cover handwritten numerical digits. To cover this wide range of formation
changes, artificial neural networks have been utilized [26]. In the proposed method multilayer
perceptrons are used and back-propagation (BP) training method adjusts the weights of the
perceptrons. Figure 11 illustrates an example of neural network with 4 hidden layers. Hidden
layers are not accessible and their weight cannot be easily changed. Back-propagation method
tries to minimize the distance between the real output, yk, and the desired output, dk. This distance
can be formulated as below:

Where N is the number of neurons. The effect of neurons' weights on the output error is
represented by gradient of ɛk.

Using the steepest descent gradient algorithm [27] it leads to:

and wkj is as below:

$\eta$ is coined as learning rate. The output of each perceptron, yk, is the weighted sum of
previous layer perceptrons. In other words:

zk applies to sigmiod function :

Wherein:
Exploiting the sigmoid function results in:

Then using (6) and the fact that yj(p - 1)=xj(p) leads to:
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where p is the output layer. Let define a new parameter ɸ as follows:

Using this new parameter and obtain:

Doing some math and to get:

Invoking the chain rule in equation (10) results in:

The latter equation is used for the output layer. Differentiating from (2) results in:

Exploiting the sigmoid property which is
Therefore

Invoking (5) and (6) to obtain ∆wkj as below:

The ∆wji for the hidden layers are being computed as follows.

In order to update ɸj for the hidden layers, the following equation is being used.

Back-propagation method converges more quickly than Adaline and Madaline methods [26].
In order to train the neural network, the segmented digit obtained from the segmentation process
feeds to neural network as a 20x20 binary image. The training set consists of 42 classes without
rejection class. Each class consists of 300 samples of 300 Farsi/Arabic fonts.
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6. RESULTS
The proposed character recognition approach is implemented using C language along with
openCV library. It is able to read score-sheets and report the results in both plain text and HTML
format. The utilization is as simple as follows:

Wherein "-h" comes if the HTML report is needed. The system reads every 1200x800 pixel scoresheet in less than 2 seconds on a core i5 2.4GHz personal computer. The devised system brings a
high degree of precision. In average, the presented system correctly reads every numerical
characters in 0.015 seconds with an error rate less than 2%. The accuracy of the Google's
Tesseract is less than 40% for similar tests.
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